
 2014 TFL 
CoLLeCTion
 An evolution of colour, texture and technology
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you will 
never look 
at tfl the 
same way 
again.



H50

Uniboard’s Woodprint Technology 

is the first synchronized texture in 

Thermofused Laminates in North 

America. The technology aligns the 

décor paper and the surface texture 

to replicate real wood characteristics 

that are perfectly synchronized, just 

as they would be in nature. 



ember H53

zAhArA H51

rivA H52

siLvA H50

skye H54

mysTiC H55

brushed elm

high-end  
woodprint finish 
Brushed Elm is a luxurious 
deep brushed wood texture. 
The matte-oiled surface 
replicates hours of hand 
polishing emphasizing 
the natural cathedrals, 
straight grain and crosscut 
characteristics of this wood 
pattern. The 3-dimensional 
nature of this finish creates 
beautiful relief and light 
reflections in all vertical 
and horizontal applications. 
This finish is perfect for 
commercial and residential 
settings alike. 

For 2014, Brushed Elm is offered in six trendsetting, 
cool neutral colours that are suitable for all design 
projects and emphasize the beauty of Woodprint. 
This collection offers a designer look that is better 
than nature with the versatility of TFL. 
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ChiLL H56

hAze H57

TwiLighT H59

sTorm H58

kindLe H67

natural wood  
veneer finish 
Aura has a low lustre polish 
and complex woodgrain 
that mimics real wood. 
The soft touch is perfect 
for horizontal application 
in office furniture and a 
beautiful wood alternative  
in commercial and  
residential settings.

AUrA

This five colour collection focuses on linear 
woodgrains with natural appeal. A subtle abstract 
wood pattern that is a beautiful colour carrier and 
a walnut that will steal the show. Both patterns 
chosen specially to enhance the natural effects  
of the Aura finish.
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vinTAge H66 rio

AngorA H62 sUPermAT

CLAssiC sPiCe H60 doLomiTe

sTrATA H64 rio

CAnyon H65 rio

inTrigUe H61 rio

mosAiC H63 doLomiTe

rUsTiCs & nATUrALs

more designer 
choices
These seven colours use 
pattern and finish together 
to create a great visual and 
tactile experience. From 
amazing rustics and crosscut 
woods paired with our 
RIO finish to a seductive 
Supermat grey suede, these 
designer choices are winners 
every time. 



Contemporary trends evolve around the combination of sight 
and touch. The evolution of TFL design has never been so 
exciting as this Uniboard product launch.

For up-to-date information on the 2014 TFL Collection,  
our Integra co-product program details, sampling and more,  
go to www.uniboard.com.

Head Office 
5555 Ernest Cormier 
Laval, Quebec, Canada H7C 2S9 
Toll Free: 1 800.263.5240 
www.uniboard.com

Quebec Sales 
Toll Free: 1 800.263.5240

Ontario Sales 
Tel.: 905.673.5743

US Sales (North) 
Tel.: 330.264.9337 
Fax: 330.262.8767

Samples 
www.uniboard.com
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